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All sorts of issues can arise when a couple separate, some are
more urgent and serious than others. As the Family Law Act has
no power outside of Australia, issues can become particularly
challenging if they become international, eg a child is taken
overseas, or money is taken overseas, etc.

To stop a spouse leaving Australia can be a very compelling and
coercive power to help resolve a dispute. But, can the Court do
that?

The answer is, yes! However it is not a power the court will
exercise lightly.

Recently, a case involving the restraint of a person came before
a single judge in the Federal Circuit Court. The matter involved a couple who had 7 children. They had spent much of the past 8 years
living between Australia and Lebanon. The parents were dual citizens and the 7 children had been born in Australia. At the time of the
hearing the 3 eldest children had been living in Lebanon for much of the past 8 years whilst the remaining children transferred back and
forth with their parents and sometimes only 1 parent.

The eldest 3 children were being cared for by their paternal grandparents for extended periods and were fully immersed in the school
system in Lebanon. On one such return to Australia, the mother alleged significant family violence against the father and sought and
obtained a protection order.

The wife also alleged that her husband had contrived a situation where they would collect all government benefits they were entitled to
as Australian citizens, including ensuring that all the children were born in Australia for the baby bonus and also staying long enough to
meet the requirements for the wife to collect her Centrelink benefits but with the intention of returning to live in Lebanon.

The wife wanted to remain in Australia and not return to Lebanon but also wanted her 3 eldest children returned to Australia. Lebanon
is not a Hague Convention country, so the Court was entitled to deal with the matter under the Family Law Act. The Judge stopped the
father from leaving Australia and ordered that he do all that he could to ensure the return of the 3 eldest children to Australia.

The father appealed. On appeal the trial Judge was criticised for his handling of the matter. The Appeal Court Judges considered that
the trial judge overstepped the mark in that he had pre-judged the matter and utilised the incorrect legal power to restrain the father.
They ordered that the father remain restrained in Australia using another section of the Act and ultimately remitted the matter for
rehearing.

If you are concerned about a child being taken out of the country or property being transferred out of the country, you must get urgent
Specialist Family Law advice. Call us on (07) 3221 4300.

DISCLAIMER

The information contained on this site is for general guidance only. No person should act or refrain from acting on the basis of such
information. Appropriate professional advice should be sought based upon your particular circumstances because the application of
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laws and regulations undergo frequent changes. For further information, please do not hesitate to contact Michael Lynch Family
Lawyers on law@mlynch.com.au.
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